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Mise en exergue:
Discover all the resources of the website. As of today, contribute to enrich it and make it become known!

Architects and teachers, this new tool is intended for you. Open to all those involved in the transmission of architecture, it will facilitate presentations developed for students in primary, secondary and high schools.

An A for “architects” and an E for “educators” who intervene together for the transmission of architecture. Herein lies the challenge launched by ArchipedagogiE!

The website is at the disposition of all organizations; institutional, militant, large and small that have recently, or for a long time undertaken architecture awareness activities.

Teaching art history can give due place to architectural quality through the architect-teacher duo!

Discover all the resources of the website. As of today, contribute to enrich it and make it become known!

As President of the Architecture Centre Network, I am pleased to write this first editorial. Future editions are open to all those who wish…

Welcome to ArchipedagogiE.
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